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a b s t r a c t

Intelligence of physical agents, such as human-made (e.g., robots, autonomous cars) and biological (e.g.,
animals, plants) ones, is not only enabled by their computational intelligence (CI) in their brain, but
also by their physical intelligence (PI) encoded in their body. Therefore, it is essential to advance the
PI of human-made agents as much as possible, in addition to their CI, to operate them in unstructured
and complex real-world environments like the biological agents. This article gives a perspective on
what PI paradigm is, when PI can be more significant and dominant in physical and biological agents
at different length scales and how bioinspired and abstract PI methods can be created in agent bodies.
PI paradigm aims to synergize and merge many research fields, such as mechanics, materials science,
robotics, mechanical design, fluidics, active matter, biology, self-assembly and collective systems, to
enable advanced PI capabilities in human-made agent bodies, comparable to the ones observed in
biological organisms. Such capabilities would progress the future robots and other machines beyond
what can be realized using the current frameworks.

© 2021 The Author. Published by Elsevier Ltd. This is an open access article under the CC BY license
(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/).
1. Introduction

Robots and autonomous cars have been entering more and
ore to our daily lives, such as homes, on and inside our body,
uildings, roads, factories, hospitals, agricultural fields, mines and
uclear plants. These machines are aimed to perform various
asks in such unstructured and complex real-world environments.
hey need to be intelligent to achieve such goals autonomously,
afely and robustly. Here, ‘intelligence’ can be functionally de-
ined as their ability to perceive (sense, interpret), control (decide,
lan, predict, regulate), act (move, change, affect, coordinate)
nd learn (adapt, evolve, acquire experience, infer) continuously
nd automatically. Artificial intelligence (AI) field emerged to
reate intelligence for physical and virtual agents by introduc-
ng brain-inspired [1] and abstract computational intelligence
CI) [2] methods. However, intelligence of physical agents, such
s human-made machines and biological organisms, is not only
nabled by their CI in their brain, but also by their physical
ntelligence (PI) encoded in their body. Therefore, it is essential
o advance the PI of physical agents as much as possible, in
ddition to their CI. Here, PI can be defined as physically encoding
ensing, actuation, control, memory, logic, computation, adaptation,
earning and decision-making into the body of an agent. We do
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not call it body intelligence since some agent bodies can also
have embedded CI in specific cases, such as an octopus with a
mini-brain in its each arm in addition to its central brain [3]. On
the other hand, PI can also exist among teams and swarms of
agents through coupled physical interactions to create collective,
self-organized and other multi-agent intelligent behavior.

PI differs from the embodied intelligence (EI) field, which
has been around for a long time [4–8]. While PI only focuses
on the physical intelligence encoded in the body, EI focuses on
the tight coupling between an agent’s body and brain (and the
environment). For example, EI-based evolutionary body variation
approaches aim to couple the body morphology and function with
CI, tasks and environment in multiple levels [9]. On the other
hand, PI is related to EI in the cases where PI is complementing or
simplifying CI, especially in CI-dominated agents at large length
scales. Therefore, in such agents, both fields complement each
other to understand how body can create intelligence physically
itself while interacting with the environment (PI) and how such
body is tightly coupled with brain (EI) (see Fig. 1).

Some PI methods have been already investigated and par-
tially realized in various fields, such as mechanics (e.g., mul-
tistable structures, metamaterials, origami, kirigami), materials
science (e.g., smart, stimuli-responsive and functional materials),
robotics (e.g., soft robots, small-scale robots), mechanical design,
fluidics, active matter, biology, self-assembly and collective sys-
tems. However, such progress has only introduced limited and
simple PI capabilities so far, while there is an urgent need for
cle under the CC BY license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/).
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Fig. 1. Physical intelligence (PI) components and enablers on a physical agent body interacting with its environment. Such body PI is also coupled to the computational
ntelligence (CI) in the brain, where the embodied intelligence (EI) field investigates the tight coupling between the body and brain.
ore advanced PI capabilities for enabling intelligent machines
perating autonomously in real-world conditions. Therefore, PI,
s a new paradigm, aims to synergize above and other relevant
ields and merge them under the same umbrella to enable ad-
anced PI capabilities in human-made machines, comparable to
he PI observed in biological systems. Thus, enhanced PI capabili-
ies would progress the future robots and other machines beyond
hat can be realized using the current dominantly CI-based and

imited PI-based frameworks. A recent commentary introduced
PI concept and proposed a methodology of educating the re-

earchers to gain skills for the creation of PI [10]. Differently, this
erspective article aims to define in detail when PI can be more
ignificant and dominant in agents at different length scales and
ow bioinspired and abstract PI methods can be created in agent
odies.
Animals have evolved to create neural intelligence (NI), which

s the biological counterpart of CI, and PI to survive and operate
utonomously in unstructured and resource-limited real-world
nvironments. As one of the approaches to introduce advanced PI
ethods, we can get inspired by the PI methods utilized in biolog-

cal organisms. Moreover, understanding the PI and NI methods
nd their interactions in biological organisms could inspire us in
esigning PI and CI methods for human-made physical agents
perating in similar real-world environments and length scales
ith similar functions.

. Brief history of physical intelligence and neural intelligence
uring the evolution of biological systems

Life on earth started with diverse unicellular organisms in
he ocean 1–3.5 billion years ago. Intelligent behavior of such
ingle cells came from their biological materials, structures, sens-
ng, signal processing, communication, memory, adaptation and
ctuation capabilities with a very limited complexity. Thus, in-
elligence in biological systems started with PI first. Then, when
ulticellular larger organisms started to appear around 0.5 billion
ears ago, evolution started to differentiate various specialized
ell types to create more complexity and more advanced intel-
igent behavior. As one of the types of specialized cells, neurons
volved to transmit the electrical and chemical signals from all
ensory cells in the organism’s body to a central nervous system
spinal cord and brain), create cellular networks to process and
tore information in such system, and transmit motor signals
rom such system to control all motor cells in the body, e.g., con-
ract the muscle cells and synthesize hormones and other vital
ubstances.
2

The first decentralized neural nets (a number of neurons
spread apart the body that allow the organism to respond to
physical contact) appeared in Cnidaria, comb jellies (Ctenophora)
and jellyfishes around 500 million years ago. Later, such simple
and decentralized neural nets evolved into complex and central-
ized neural networks in the brain and spinal cord of vertebrates,
invertebrates and other animals at different length scales ∼0.25–
300 million years ago to create NI, in addition to their more
enhanced PI. In the special case of unicellular organisms, all
plants, and some invertebrates and multicellular organisms with
no neurons (e.g., fungi, sea sponges, slime molds, placozoa), only
PI enabled the intelligent behavior.

NI level of animals is determined by many different factors in
their brain, such as their brain size, mass, cortical neuron number,
neuron packing density, intraneuronal distance, memory capacity
and duration, and axonal conduction velocity. Human beings ap-
peared around 250 thousand years ago with a 1.4 kg brain, which
consists of a complex network of total ∼86 billion neurons with
the highest number of cortical neurons (∼16 billion) in nature
and consumes much more energy than other animal brains [11].
NI in the human brain and spinal cord has enabled the most
complex and abstract capabilities, such as creating and using
tools, causal inference, linguistics, planning, decision making, ab-
stract and creative thinking, and imagination. At the same time,
the human body has much more advanced PI capabilities than
other animals to significantly enhance the human intelligence
further. Our advanced individual and collective NI have taken us
to the top of the food chain in nature by enabling unprecedented
linguistic, social, cultural, scientific, technological, and artistic
progress. Overall, using their NI and PI, the biological systems at
different length scales have evolved to operate and survive just
‘‘good enough’’ in their complex, diverse and resource-limited
natural environments.

3. Physical intelligence versus computational intelligence in
agents at different length scales

For autonomous human-made agents, while many AI and ma-
chine learning researchers are working intensely to create CI tools
and methods as good as or even better than the biological NI,
above brief overview can show us that advanced PI capabilities
have also been indispensable to have in agents operating in
unstructured complex environments in different length scales,
like in the biological systems.

At large (centimeter or meter) length scales, most of the cur-
rent human-made agents have advanced computational capabili-

ties with the current scientific and technological advancements to
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Fig. 2. Autonomous human-made machine examples using mainly physical intelligence. (a) Theo Jansen’s human-size kinetic art machines called strandbeest [12]
(Animaris Currens Ventosa 1993, photo: Adriaan Kok) using self-powering/actuation using wind energy harvesting-based motion generation, mechanical sensing
and self-regulation for avoiding the sea water, and walking multi-legged mechanisms and feet optimized for a robust and efficient walking on sandy beaches. (b)
Self-regulating mechanical control system example from the history: centrifugal governors were used as self-regulating mechanical control systems in James Watt’s
steam engines from 1788 (Adapted from [13]. Copyright, George Routledge and Sons). Similar self-regulating mechanical control systems have been implemented
these days in some vehicle transmissions and record players. (c) A soft pneumatic logic circuit and memory, outputting a binary value of pressure depending on the
most recent non-zero input signal of pressure (Aapted from [14]. Copyright 2019, National Academy of Sciences).
use the available CI tools dominantly to operate in unstructured
environments. In such CI-dominant agents, increasing the PI in
the agent body can minimize the load of, simplify or complement
CI. Especially, at very complex (e.g., fully soft-bodied), purely me-
chanical (no electronics) or ultra-high-speed machines, PI can sig-
nificantly enhance or even fully replace the CI at the large scales.
For example, the kinetic sculpture artist Theo Jansen’s purely me-
chanical, legged machines at the human-size scale (Fig. 2a) [12]
harvest the wind energy to walk on sandy beaches while they
can sense and avoid the sea water using mechanical sensing,
computation and control mechanisms. He calls such artistically
created machines as new artificial forms of life and they are great
examples of autonomous human-scale machines purely using PI
to operate in unstructured environments.

At smaller (millimeter) length scales with limited on-board
computation and powering capabilities at the current technolog-
ical stage, PI becomes as important as CI. If you like to design
and build an insect-scale flying robot with flapping or rotary
wings, in addition to a fast and low-power microprocessor (brain)
with many minimalist and fast CI tools, you need to integrate
PI as much as possible on the robot’s body by specialized opti-
cal flow [15] and gyroscopic sensors with many specialized fil-
ters, signal processors and self-regulators embedded in the hard-
ware, impact-resistant robust exoskeletons against high-impact
crashes with the environment [16], multifunctional and adaptive
body morphology [17] and structures, and air drag-reducing body
shapes.

At sub-millimeter length scales down to micron (single cell-
size) scale, current autonomous machines do not have on-board
computation and powering capabilities so that PI becomes the
only or main option [18]. Therefore, for example, autonomous
microswimmers need to interact with their operation environ-
ment to get their fuel or harvest energy from their environment,
and sense and follow specific stimuli in their microenvironment
to reach to a target location and deliver their cargos, such as
drugs, using their stimuli-responsive and shape-programmable
smart materials and structures.

In all of these cases, typically, PI is more specialized and
relatively simple while CI is more general purpose and complex.
Moreover, in very special harsh environments, such as space,
nuclear power plants and everywhere after a nuclear reactor or
war disaster, where extreme thermal, mechanical and radiation
3

conditions can hinder the operation of electronic devices, PI and
mechanical devices would be the only option for physical agents
at all length scales.

4. Methods to create physical intelligence in physical agents

To achieve advanced PI capabilities in physical agents at dif-
ferent length scales for given specific applications and tasks, there
are many possible enablers and design considerations. In general,
there are some key enablers that can be implemented to create
advanced PI capabilities in a physical agent (Fig. 1):

• Encoding automatic self-X capabilities (e.g., self-adaptation,
self-response, self-regulation, self-propulsion, self-healing,
self-powering, self-cleaning, self-degrading, self-growing,
self-replicating, self-cooling, self-oscillation, self-assembly,
self-organization) in the agent body with no or minimal CI
interference by integrating passive or active smart materials,
structures or mechanisms.

• Encoding multi-X capabilities (e.g., multifunction, multista-
bility, multilocomotion, multiterrain, multimodality, mul-
tiphysics) in the agent body, where the same or differ-
ent material compositions, structures and mechanisms and
physical forces or effects can induce multiple functions or
behaviors at the same time to minimize the sensing, ac-
tuation, control and learning complexity for each specific
function and behavior. Designing such multi-X capabilities
in agent bodies require evolutionary algorithms-type com-
putational nonlinear optimization methods since achieving
such capabilities simultaneously would induce many design
parameter conflicts.

• Encoding various other advanced physical capabilities and
properties in the agent body, such as mechanical logic op-
erations, memory, computation and decision making, re-
configurability, modularity, physical (re)programmability,
smart structuring (e.g., multistable structures, metamateri-
als, origami, kirigami, tensegrity), hierarchical multi-length
scale structuring, smart mechanisms, taxis behavior, and
collective and emergent behavior. Such capabilities would
require minimal or no CI.

For above PI approaches, possible functional smart materi-
als for physical agent bodies consist of stimuli-responsive or
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ultifunctional synthetic polymers (e.g., hydrogels, liquid crystal
lastomers, shape memory polymers, soft composites, magneto-
lastic materials, piezoelectric polymers), metals (e.g., shape
emory alloys, liquid metals), ceramics (e.g., piezoelectric ceram-

cs), textile fabric, biomaterials (e.g., chitosan, cellulose, gelatin,
ilk, proteins, cells, tissues), and micro/nanomaterials-based com-
osites (e.g., carbon fiber composites, ferrofluids, magneto/
lectrorheological fluids, micro/nanoscale particle/disc/wire/fiber/
ube/crystal-filled polymers).

Below includes more detailed and specific example approaches
o create PI for physical agents through designing the body
aterial compositions, structures and mechanisms.

.1. Passive materials-based body compositions, structures and
echanisms

Passive isotropic or anisotropic materials and structures in the
gent body, which do not respond to external stimuli, can be
esigned to enable self-adaptive, self-regulatory, self-degrading,
elf-cleaning, and other autonomous behaviors. For example, pre-
isely tuned leg, foot and body joint compliance and damping
an enable very fast, self-regulating and stable dynamic run-
ing locomotion and surface transitions in a six-legged robot
n a rough and 3D complex terrain autonomously without any
eal-time feedback control of each leg, like cockroaches [19]. As
nother example, designing a flapping-wing based flying robot
here there is a precisely tuned passive torsional spring on the
ing base [20] could enable passive rotation of the wing without
equiring additional actuation and control at very high speeds
nd frequencies. Although such underactuated design enables
nly a specific wing rotation timing (e.g., delayed rotation), such
inimalist design enables reduced control complexity and signif-

cant weight reduction, which makes CI easier and enable easier
iniaturization down to the real insect size scale.
Like passive biological micro-hairs on the animal and plant

odies, passive microfiber arrays with different materials, diame-
ers, aspect ratios, spacings, orientations and tip ending shapes
overing the body surfaces can enable multiple simultaneous
unctions for physical agent bodies (Fig. 3). First, such microfiber
urfaces can be used for reversible, fast, energy-efficient, compact
nd mechanically controlled adhesion and friction on a wide
ange of surfaces or objects in the environment, similar to the
iological foot-hairs of geckos, spiders and many flying insects.
uch surfaces can enable PI for surface crawling and climbing
obots and robotic soft grippers by mechanically controlled (even
witchable) adhesion and friction [21,22]. Next, such microfiber
urfaces can be designed to be super-repellent or super-attractant
gainst water, oil and other liquids in the environment, as a
iquid-wetting control method [23]. Liquid super-repellent fiber
urfaces enable self-cleaning of the agent body surface, where any
olid dirt on the fiber surfaces can be cleaned autonomously by
ain or other water droplets in the environment [24]. Also, such
iquid super-repellent property is advantageous to adhere to wet
urfaces and objects by pushing out the liquid out of the fiber–
urface interface and prevent any surface ice formation when
perating in freezingly cold environments. Moreover, such fiber
urfaces can simultaneously reduce aerodynamic drag on the
obot body (saving locomotion energy) by passively controlling
he air flow and circulation on the body surface [25], reduce
ydrodynamic drag under water (until a limited depth due to
heir given finite hydrostatic pressure resistance) by trapping
ir bubbles between fibers. As another functionality, such mi-
rofibers can be also used for air or liquid flow sensing and
ontrol [26], if a sensory transduction material is integrated to
he base of or on the hairs. Next, they can be used to control
ody surface temperature by preserving the heat on the surface
4

Fig. 3. Inspired by biological microhair structures, diverse multifunctionalities
can be encoded to the agent body surfaces using synthetic microfiber arrays:
surface adhesion and friction of vertical or angled microfiber structures can be
controlled using active or passive, vertical or lateral mechanical load control;
microfiber arrays can be designed to super-repel or super-attract specific or
all liquids in the operation environment; fibers can reduce the fluid or air
flow-induced drag forces on the body; they can control the heat and electrical
conductance of the agent surface with or without contacting to another surface;
they can be used as a flow or contact sensor if a transduction material is inte-
grated to the fiber base or structure; and they can induce ciliary motion-based
fluid or solid object transport if they are made of an active material.

(like the hairs on our head) and electrical conductivity with any
other contacted surface. Finally, if active polymeric materials are
used as the hair material, the micro-hairs can be used as active
microcilia, which could pump fluids and transport solid objects
and mucus-like very viscous liquids directionally [27–29].

Passive body materials and morphology can be designed in
specific ways also to enable energy-efficient, sustainable, robust,
easy-to-control, safe and self-adaptive behaviors. High strength-
to-weight-ratio materials (e.g., carbon fiber composites, abalone
shell-inspired nacreous micro/nanostructured composite mate-
rials) can reduce the inertial force-related energy consumption
of agents without sacrificing their mechanical strength much.
Using energy-dissipating materials, structures or mechanisms on
a flying, perching or other machine outer body can make it
self-adaptive and safe against high mechanical impacts with the
environment by absorbing shocks passively [30]. Next, using spe-
cific biocompatible and non-immunogenic synthetic materials,
such as hydrogels and zwitterionic polymers [31], and patient’s
own red blood cell [32] or other extracted biological materials,
medical robots can be safe and stealthy against the body immune
cells for long durations inside the human body. If the agent body
material is biologically (e.g., enzyme-based), optically (e.g., sun-
light), temperature-based, or chemically (e.g., pH) degradable in a
given specific operation environment, such physical agents can be
designed to degrade and dissolve inside their operation environ-
ment (e.g., inside the human body, in indoors/outdoors, in space)
in a pre-programmed duration after its function is over [33–35].
Thus, we could have self-degrading, environment-friendly and
safe agents, like the biological organisms. Finally, if the agent
body is designed to be neutrally buoyant under water, that would
make the swimming control easier in three dimensions (3D) since
the depth of the agent can be kept constant passively with no
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xtra control or CI. Since typical synthetic robot materials are
uch denser than water, the bare material selection is difficult

o create neutral buoyancy, where a 3D body design with an air
r other gas reservoir is required, similar to some gas-filled fish
ladders for buoyancy control [36].
As another PI design approach, utilizing metamaterials (artifi-

ial materials with unique properties that do not exist in nature
nd their properties are due to their solid periodic structure and
ot material composition) in the agent body. Metamaterials can
ave mechanical, photonic, electromagnetic, acoustic and other
ultiple functions. Periodically structured mechanical metamate-

ials can behave as auxetic materials with a negative Poisson’s ra-
io such that they contract transversely rather than expand when
ompressed longitudinally. Also, they can behave like a fluid al-
hough they are solid structures, and manipulate electromagnetic
aves by blocking, absorbing or bending them. For example,
echanical metamaterials with a multistable architecture can

rap elastic strain energy for significantly enhancing energy ab-
orption [37]. The mechanism of energy absorption stems solely
rom the structural geometry of the bistable beam elements, and
s therefore both material- and loading rate-independent.

Origami, kirigami and tensegrity structures can be also used
o enable PI properties in the agent body. Origami can turn a
D sheet of any material with programmed folding lines into
omplex 3D shapes. Self-folding origami structures and mech-
nisms can produce shape-programmable robotic bodies [38],
xoskeletons [39], wings [40] and joints [41]. Next, kirigami is
imilar to origami by replacing the fold lines with cut lines in 2D
heets, which can also create 2D-to −2D and 2D-to −3D shape-
orphing agent body structures and mechanisms. As an example,
irigami robotic skins can simplify the required actuation for a
oft crawling robot [42], and liquid crystal networks-based [43]
nd elastomer-based kirigami structures can be stimulated by
ight and heat change to create complex 2D and 3D shapes.
inally, tensegrity structures, which maintains a stable volume
n space through the use of discontinuous compressive elements
struts) connected to a continuous network of tensile elements
cables), can enable extremely lightweight yet strong mechanical
tructures for agent bodies [44,45].
Finally, by designing functionally graded (e.g., stiffness/

odulus gradient) or anisotropic (e.g., directional stiffness) phys-
cal properties on the agent body passive material and structure,
he agent can have higher performance, survival and locomotion.
or example, a soft jumping robot’s functionally graded soft robot
ody can have a stiffness gradient, spanning three orders of
agnitude in modulus, from a rigid core to a soft exterior [46].
uch stiffness gradient can enable a reliable interfacing between
igid and soft body components to reduce any failure at the soft-
igid component regions through stress reduction at the interface
f materials mismatched in compliance. Also, it can improve the
obot’s ability to survive after-jumping landings by increasing
ts body energy/shock absorbance and reduced peak stresses. As
nother example, a directionally stiff flapping robot wing design
an be very stiff in the flapping bending direction at its leading
dge and very compliant in the torsional rotation direction at
ts trailing edge so that it could have a passive wing rotation at
he trailing edge tuned for enhanced aerodynamic lift generation
ithout another wing rotation mechanism and actuator [47].

.2. Active and stimuli-responsive smart materials-based body com-
ositions, structures and mechanisms

For enabling PI, active and stimuli-responsive materials that
ave a programmed response to remotely controlled or envi-
onmental stimuli can enable autonomous sensory, actuation,
owering, self-healing and other PI functions on the agent body.
5

ere, remotely controlled stimuli could be laser light and elec-
rical, acoustic and magnetic fields or gradients. Environmental
timuli can be mechanical stress (e.g., contact, air or fluid flow),
hanges in temperature, humidity and pH, sunlight, chemical
nd biological (e.g., enzymes, glucose) compounds, and specific
hemical triggers. Active body material’s response to such stimuli
ould be change in its shape, volume, stiffness, damping, density,
lectrical and heat conductivity, color, transparency, wettability,
dhesion, and friction.
Stimuli-responsive body materials can enable self-sensing of

he operation environment (environment sensing) or the location,
ovement, and action of parts of the body itself (proprioception)
ince a specific environmental stimulus or body part motion
an induce a specific programmed response on the material.
hrough such response the body can indirectly sense the envi-
onment, which could be communicated with CI system or create
n autonomous self-response. For example, bonding of specific
iochemical molecules (e.g., pathogens) in the environment to
pecifically designed molecules covered on a flexible microcan-
ilever beam surface at the microscale can induce surface strain
nd beam deflection, which can be detected optically, piezore-
istively, magnetically or piezoelectrically [48]. Also, controlled
r external mechanical stress on a micro/nanostructured hydro-
el robot skin can be used to self-regulate its structural color
o camouflage the robot in a given environment [49] like oc-
opi and chameleons and self-sense the external stress optically.
ext, both biological and synthetic agents can be programmed
o have specific taxis behavior to sense the local stimuli in their
peration environment and autonomously respond to them us-
ng their stimuli-responsive materials, structures or mechanisms
e.g., change their motility to go towards or escape from such
timulus source). Such taxis behavior can be due to chemical,
ight, oxygen, pH, stiffness, moisture, fluid flow, pressure and
emperature gradients in the local environment, the Earth’s mag-
etic field (25 to 65 µT depending on the specific location)
r externally applied magnetic field, electrical field and grav-
ty, which are called chemotaxis, phototaxis, aerotaxis, pH-taxis,
urotaxis, hydrotaxis, rheotaxis, barotaxis, thermotaxis, magneto-
axis, galvanotaxis and gravitaxis, respectively. Using such taxis
ehavior, for example, bacteria-driven microswimmers can au-
onomously aggregate inside the tumor cells since the anaerobic
acteria attached to their robot body can sense and be attracted
owards the hypoxic, oxygen-deprived (aerotaxis) and low pH
pH-taxis) microenvironment of tumor cells.

In addition to the typical on-board actuators, active smart
timuli-responsive materials (e.g., magnetic, piezoelectric, shape
emory, and other stimuli-responsive polymer materials) can
e used for actuating the agent body using environmental nat-
ral stimuli (e.g., sun light, air/liquid flows, pH, temperature,
umidity, ionic and chemical changes) or externally-controlled
uman-made stimuli (e.g., magnetic fields, acoustic waves, me-
hanical vibrations, flows and a focused laser beam) for differ-
nt PI purposes. First, the agent can move in an efficient and
gile way for locomotion in its complex environment, manipulat-
ng its environment, reconfiguring itself, adapting, and realizing
ther specific motor actions with minimal energy consumption
utonomously or by external stimuli control. For example, us-
ng external magnetic fields, programmed magneto-elastic soft
omposite actuators can enable shape-programmable and self-
daptive robot body dynamics for multimodal locomotion [50]
nd multifunctional [51,52] behavior and safe direct physical
nteraction with human beings inside or outside their body. As an
xample of environmental stimuli-driven body actuation, when
clothing on the body of a person has an increased tempera-

ure due to a high metabolic activity, shape memory polymer
aterial-based fabric structures can self-respond and self-fold
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bend upwards autonomously) to enable more air access/flow in
he heated regions and cool down the person fast [53]. Moreover,
sing responsive materials, specific functions of the agent can be
riggered autonomously. For example, by environmental or exter-
ally controlled stimuli, the body material can change its volume
r molecular composition and release loaded internal drugs or
ther cargoes autonomously for on-demand cargo delivery in a
arget location [54–57].

Moreover, active materials can be used to actively tune the
tiffness and damping dynamics for adaptive and high-
erformance robot locomotion, manipulation and environment
nteraction for new tasks or dynamically changing environmental
onditions [58,59]. For example, while soft body materials enable
omplex shape deformations with minimal control inputs and
esigns, they cannot exert too much force to the environment,
hich could be problematic for a specific task requiring also high

orce output. Then, active stiffness or damping tuning on a soft
ody can enable adaptive large shape deformations in its compli-
nt/soft state or high force output at the rigid/hard state at a given
ime. Such stiffness- or damping-tunable materials can be phase
hanging materials, such as liquid metals (changing liquid–solid
hase change as a function of low temperature difference) [60],
hape memory polymers [61] and magneto/electrorheological
luids [62].

Next, the body can have an autonomous self-propulsion us-
ng the stimuli in or interactions with the environment. Such
elf-propulsion can happen by chemical- and photocatalytic in-
eractions of the smart robot body materials in fluidic media due
o specific fuels/enzymes or light in the environment. Thermal
radients in the environment or local surfactant gradients in-
uced by chemical reactions of the body smart material with the
luidic medium can respectively induce thermocapillary [63,64]
nd Marangoni effects [65,66] on the robot body to propel it au-
onomously. Moreover, micromotors research in the last decade
as shown that self-generated gradients or fields, such as self-
lectrophoresis, self-diffusiophoresis, self-acoustophoresis, and
elf-thermophoresis, can be used for autonomous propulsion of
icron-scale robots in liquid media [18]. For example, a bimetal-

ic (gold–platinum) microrod can propel inside a hydrogen perox-
de liquid medium since the catalytic interaction of these metals
ith the liquid medium induces asymmetric ion distribution on
he rod body inducing its electrophoretic self-propulsion. Here,
chemical fuel, such as hydrogen peroxide, is needed, which

an be also replaced by biological fuels or light. Especially, light-
riven microswimmers have become possible by photocatalytic
nteractions of the swimmer body (e.g., a Janus particle half
overed with gold or platinum and the other half being titanium
xide or carbon nitride) with light inducing self-electrophoresis
r self-diffusiophoresis in water and biological fluids [67,68]. Such
ight-driven swimming microrobots also have self-sensing pho-
otaxis property, where they can be steered or attracted towards
light source autonomously while being propelled by the same

ight source at the same time.
Self-powering smart materials embedded in the agent body

an enable long autonomous operation durations and more sus-
ainable and environment-friendly systems. Self-powering can be
n two different ways. First, energy can be harvested from the
nvironmental stimuli and forces on the agent, such as ambient
ight, external mechanical forces (e.g., fluid/air flows, mechanical
ibrations), temperature gradients, humidity gradients, and tri-
oelectrification [69–71] Such harvested power is typically very
mall, i.e., in the range of nW–mW, in a few centimeter and
maller length scale energy-harvesting devices, and they depend
n the availability of the external stimuli/forces, which is ran-
om and time-dependent. Therefore, they are typically used to

harge an existing on-board rechargeable power source, such as

6

battery. Second, power can be self-generated by the chemical
and physical interactions with the operation environment. For
example, a robot operating in acidic environments, such as in-
side stomach [72] and the urinary tract [73], can have a potato
battery-like power source to generate electrical power due to
the acidic liquid medium. Also, fuel cells can generate power by
using a continuous source of fuel and oxygen from air, and biofuel
cells with specific enzymes can even generate power through the
oxidation of blood sugars for robots operating inside the vascular
system [74].

Self-healing (self-repairing) is another interesting PI capability
inspired by biological systems, where we can design and em-
bed stimuli-responsive material compositions and architectures
to autonomously repair physical damages to the agent body to
continue functioning similarly even after possible mechanical
damages during interacting with its complex environment [75].
For example, microencapsulated healing agents can be embedded
in the body material containing a catalyst capable of polymerizing
the healing agent when a mechanical damage, such as crack,
occurs on the body [76]. Also, polymeric body materials that
contain dynamic covalent bonds could be triggered by environ-
mental or external stimuli (e.g., UV light, temperature increase)
after a mechanical damage to repair it promptly. In addition,
natural or biosynthetic protein-based soft robot materials can
self-heal against mechanical damages due to reforming their re-
versible physical bonds in a few seconds by the applied local
temperature [77,78].

Anisotropic physical properties of the stimuli-responsive body
materials, structures and mechanisms can induce programmable
shape and other physical changes and sensory, actuation and
logic behaviors when exposed to single or multiple stimuli. For
example, cellulose structures can be 3D-printed by creating stiff-
ness gradients to enable complex programmed deformations by
environmental stimuli, such as humidity [79,80] and tempera-
ture [81] changes, which could be beneficial for intelligent robotic
and architectural structures in outdoors. As another example,
using liquid crystal elastomer materials on the body, their stiff-
ness [82], optical property and stimuli-responsive contraction can
be programmed in various directions precisely in 3D by aligning
the director fields within the liquid crystal in 3D-programmed
directions [83] so that any mechanical, optical, electrical or ther-
mal stimulus can deform them in complex programmable shapes
automatically [84].

4.3. Encoding memory into the agent body

Memory is an essential system component to enable CI [85]
and self-adaptive PI behavior. In addition to electronic memory
in typical CI systems, body can also have some limited physi-
cal memory capability for PI. First, temporary/permanent plastic
deformation (e.g., memory foams, viscoelastic soft elastomers),
granular jamming, or shape memory properties of the body ma-
terial can enable volatile or non-volatile memorization of the
mechanical deformations. Here, soft materials with internal gran-
ular jamming can keep a 3D deformation memorized for short or
long durations for possible physical learning or adaptation. For
example, a robotic soft gripper using suction-controlled granular
jamming method can decide whether the next object to grasp has
the same morphology by comparing it with the previously mem-
orized jammed object morphology on the soft gripper. Moreover,
shape memory alloys- and polymers-based bodies can be trained
for specific shapes, and they can restore such specific memorized
shapes at any of their deformed state after heating.

Non-volatile mechanical memory is also possible using bistable
or multistable mechanical structures or metamaterials. A bistable
mechanical beam can be used to have one-bit memory, ‘1’ (buckle
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p) and ‘0’ (buckle down) states, which can be switched opti-
ally [86] or using other magnetic, electrical or acoustic fields [87].
lso, two-bit mechanical memory is possible using more complex
olumetric origami cells [88]. These origami units can work in a
odular way, and they can interact with each other to demon-
trate hierarchical, two-bit memory operations by exploiting the
unability of origami cells.

As another memory method embedded on the body, we can
et inspired by the short-term chemical memory of PI-dominated
nicellular bacteria during their chemotaxis, e.g., searching for
ood. Because of the temporal mode of chemical gradient sens-
ng in bacterial chemotaxis, bacteria evolved to have a chemical
hort-term memory to adapt autonomously to time-varying stim-
li to retain high sensitivity for chemical attractants over a wide
ange of (nanomolar to millimolar) concentrations [89]. Methy-
ation of chemical receptors provides a sort of chemical memory,
hich allows the cell to compare the current ligand concentration
o the past. Memory duration (e.g., 1–10 s) is a function of the
timulus strength and optimized by evolution to perform optimal
omparisons of stimuli while swimming in the gradient. Methy-
ation occurs at much slower time scales than other reactions
nvolved in the system, thereby providing a memory mecha-
ism, which allows the bacterium to remember its recent past
tate and compare its present situation to the past. Inspired by
uch different time-scale chemical/physical reactions, new short-
erm memory capability during chemotaxis and other stimuli-
esponsive taxis and behavior can be encoded in the agent body
or enabling short-term memory-based self-adaptation capability.

.4. Encoding control, logic and computation into the agent body

Physical control can be encoded into the agent body by using
hysical control systems, which could be mechanical, fluidic or
neumatic. After the industrial revolution, the steam engines
sed centrifugal governors to enable mechanical feedback and
onstant speed control. Such governors (Fig. 2b) used two balls
winging out and rising as the shaft rotational speed increased
ue to centrifugal forces, which decreased the valve opening (and
hus decreased the fuel input to the engine and the shaft rotation
peed) via a directly connected mechanical linkage until a pre-
efined constant speed was achieved. Such mechanical feedback
ontrol system served as a linear proportional controller. Next,
mbedded small-scale fluidic or pneumatic devices can be used
o control physical agents with no electronics. For example, in
soft-bodied octopus-inspired untethered robot, check valves,
ydrogen peroxide fuel and catalytic reaction reservoirs, oscil-
ator, reaction chambers, actuators and vent orifices were used
s the mechanical replacements of electrical diodes, supply ca-
acitors, electrical oscillator, amplifiers, capacitors and pull-down
esistors, respectively, to control the robot fluidically [90]. More-
ver, fluidic devices using microbubbles or microdroplets [91,
2] or soft pneumatic devices [14] can be also used to cre-
te combinational and sequential digital logic circuits and gates
Fig. 2c) for physical computation. Information can be physi-
ally represented by flow of electrons or ions, where it can
lso be manipulated through algorithmic manipulation of mat-
er. DNA-based tile nanostructures can enable such algorithmic
anipulation using self-assembly processes at the nanoscale [93]
hile ferrofluidic droplets can be used at the micronscale for
hysical information manipulation and computation [92].
In addition to above encoding of control and computation to

he physical agent body, environmental stimuli can be used to
irectly and automatically control the action of physical agents
s a PI-based control method. In this regard, if a self-sensing
axis behavior (e.g., phototaxis, chemotaxis, magnetotaxis, pH-
axis, thermotaxis) can be encoded to the agent body using smart
7

material compositions, patterns and structures or integrated live
biological cells (e.g., sensory neural cells, bacteria, algae), the
agent can be guided towards to the stimulus source automatically
in a stochastic manner. For example, bacteria-driven biohybrid
microswimmers can use bacteria aerotaxis, chemotaxis, pH-taxis
and also magnetotaxis (due to the magnetic nanoparticle loading
inside the swimmer body) to control their swimming direction
and target position [94,95]. Especially, the aerotaxis property of
bacteria-driven microswimmers can automatically gather them
in large numbers in the hypoxic (low oxygen) regions of the
tumor cells [96] so that they could kill the cancer cells through
the released loaded chemotherapeutic drugs from the swimmer
body and also the recruited immune cells of the human body. On
the other hand, if algae (plant cells) are used instead of bacteria
for propelling the swimmers they could also have phototaxis
property, which could accumulate them automatically in a tar-
get location using an ambient or illuminated light source [97].
Moreover, smart materials with a chemomechanical feedback
control are possible by coupling chemical reactions and elastic
reconfiguration, patterning chemical dynamics with mechanical
stress, diffusion-coupled surface buckling, and hybrid polymer
network–nanostructure systems on the physical agent body [98].
In the presence of multiple environmental stimuli, self-actuated
agent body structures with geometries near bifurcation points
associated with a transition between bistability and monostability
can be also used to create bifurcation-based PI logic systems [99].
Here, anisotropically swelling polymeric structures made of mul-
tiple stimuli-responsive materials can create AND, OR, NAND and
other type of logic operations and can be also used to program
the self-actuation time by varying structural parameters.

4.5. Encoding adaptation, learning and decision-making into the
agent body

Adaptation to changing environments, tasks and system pa-
rameters using passive/active, multifunctional and anisotropic
materials, structures and mechanisms is one of the most signifi-
cant PI methods to encode in the physical agents. Such physical
self-adaptions could be through shape change, programming or
reconfiguration, physical property (e.g., stiffness, heat transfer,
electrical conductivity) change or tuning, and color adaptation
for camouflage. For example, if a robot needs to move in a
changing environment, which has also holes or cavities much
smaller than its body size, a size- and shape-programmable soft-
bodied or a shape-reconfigurable robot design could enable it to
squeeze through such smaller cavities [100]. In another scenario,
a robot could be needed to navigate inside a diameter-changing
tubing system or the human vascular system with various vessel
diameters, self-adaptation of the robot size or shape is critical
for robust locomotion using surface crawling or rolling in such
changing tubular environments. Moreover, legged robots walking
or climbing on changing surface topographies and roughness
can take advantage of a passively or actively tuning foot com-
pliance, friction and shape adaptation to such changing surface
conditions [101,102]. On the other hand, active tails of animals
and robots can enable high stability and maneuverability during
running, climbing, jumping and flying locomotion adapting to
changing dynamic body forces/torques [103,104]. Finally, a soft
robotic gripper can self-adapt to varying and unknown 3D object
topographies due to its effectively compliant surface and grip
them safely by its possible compliance increase through gran-
ular jamming [105] and other stiffness-tuning mechanisms or
controlled surface adhesion and friction using dry fibrillar [106],
suction or other attachment methods.

Can the agent body make decisions and learn in addition to
physical adaptation? Similar to animals with nervous systems,
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Fig. 4. Physical intelligence-based learning and decision-making examples in biological agents. (a) Stentor roeseli single-cell organism has a form of sequential
decision-making to avoid irritating repeated stimuli (Adapted with permission from [107]. Image credit: Joseph Dexter and Sudhakaran Prabakaran. Copyright 2019,
Current Biology). (b) A slime mold (yellow Physarum polycephalum) can learn and solve mazes and the traveling salesperson problem in an energy efficient way if
a food attractant is placed at target locations (Adapted with permission from [108]. Copyright 2010, Science, AAAS). (c) The hunting cycle of the carnivorous Venus
flytraps (Dionaea muscipula) (photo credit: Noah Elhart [109]) involves multiple decision-making steps to trap, fully close/seal and digest a landed prey insect.. (For
interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
decision-making and learning could also occur in aneural organ-
isms (i.e., organisms with no neurons) [110], such as single- and
multi-nucleate cells, where some cells can make decisions rather
than just reacting to external stimuli. Therefore, studying and
getting inspiration by such biological behavior encoded inside
the cell could be a promising decision-making method for PI
systems. Cellular decision-making has been widely studied in
the systems biology field. As a single-cellular decision-making
example, Stentor roeseli (a sessile, colorless, trumpet-shaped and
ciliated eukaryotic cell) is proved to have a form of sequen-
tial decision-making to avoid irritating repeated stimuli [107]
(Fig. 4a). In 1906, Herbert S. Jennings [111] described in such cell a
hierarchy of diverse behaviors/responses (resting, bending away,
ciliary alteration, contraction, and detachment from the hold-
fast) to repeated stimulation. Moreover, adaptive choice behavior
when confronting multiple stimulations [112] could be another
inspiration source for encoding decision making physically or
biologically in autonomous machines.

Learning is also possible without any neural computation. As
an example, a slime mold (yellow Physarum polycephalum; an
enormous single cell with a large number of nuclei) can learn and
solve mazes and the traveling salesperson problem in an energy
efficient way if a food attractant is placed at target locations [108,
113] (Fig. 4b). During foraging, the slime mold uses its soft-body
branching to crawl on its environment to randomly cover and
search for food. Its chemotactic sensing enables to find the food
in the target locations. It leaves a trail of translucent extracellular
slime to enable an externalized spatial memory, where it retracts
its branches that did not find food and leaves behind only the
interconnected branches of slime that linked the pieces of food in
the shortest path. Thus, they can learn the energy-efficient short-
est routes between food sources. Such method could be adapted
to physical agents as a PI method by encoding similar taxis,
spatial memory, reconfiguration, computation, and information
processing behavior in the agent body.

Decision making in touch-sensitive plants, such as carnivorous
Venus flytraps (Dionaea muscipula) (Fig. 4c), is also an interesting
PI method to get inspiration by. Sensory hairs on the surface of
the flytrap leaf inner lobes deflect and generate electrical signals
(action potential (AP) spikes) on the lobe inner surface when any
landed and moving prey insect touches them [114]. Using such
evoked AP signals, the plant needs to decide when to partially
close the trap fast to capture the prey, when to close and seal the
trap fully, and when to start the digestion process. The flytrap
decides to close its lobes quickly to capture the prey when the
sensory hairs evoke two APs within 30 s. Here, the trap does
8

not close in single AP detection since it needs to guarantee the
existence of a landed prey as much as possible, where closing
due to a false or a not fully landed prey’s single contact would
cause energy and time loss for the plant. Such multiple sensor
signal counting is only possible by a chemical memory/clock
(cytosolic Ca2+ transients/clock induced by each AP) and signaling
pathway that triggers the active deformation onset [115]. Ca2+
transients due to two AP signals within 30 s trigger a hydrauli-
cally driven lobe deformation, which onsets a fast trap closure in
about 100 ms, where such fast closure (the fastest motion in the
plant kingdom) results from a snap-through buckling instability.
Here, the flytrap leaves utilize a PI material structuring method
for such unusually fast closure: its each leaf has an asymmetric
pre-strain field and a doubly curved slender geometry, inducing
a bistable lobe structure with two stable states (open and closed)
and a buckling instability [116,117]. As the second decision, using
the similar mechanism, if the prey touches three or more times
to the sensory hairs while trying to escape from the trap, the
jasmonic acid (touch hormone) synthesis is triggered and the trap
is fully closed and hermetically sealed. Much larger number of
evoked APs due to the prey motion triggers the prey digestion
process as the third decision.

4.6. Physical intelligence in a large number of physical agents

A single agent is limited in its possible overall intelligence (CI
and PI), functionality (e.g., covering a given large task space and
manipulating much larger size or number of objects in its opera-
tion environment) and complexity. However, multiple (team) or a
large number (swarm) of homogeneous or heterogeneous agents
can collectively behave to enhance their intelligence, function-
ality, robustness, fault tolerance and complex behaviors beyond
the limits of the individual agents. Furthermore, the coordination
of swarm agents could allow much more flexibility than single
agents by reconfiguring their formations, behaviors and functions
for diverse tasks in highly dynamic changing environments. In
addition to CI methods (collective behavior emerging from simple
local interaction rules), PI-based coupled local physical interac-
tions between many agents and interactions of agents with the
environment could induce collective and complex behaviors, such
as self-assembly, self-organization and emergent behavior.

For the agents operating at small length scales, such as milli-
and microscale, scaling laws make the surface area- and length-
related, short- or long-range physical forces (e.g., fluidic drag,
surface tension, adhesion, friction, van der Waals forces) become
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ore dominant than the volume-related physical forces (e.g., in-
rtial forces, weight, buoyancy) [18]. Moreover, the agent motion
ecomes much more stochastic going down to the cellular size
cales due to the Brownian motion and other stochastic effects.
herefore, agents at the small length scales could have long-range
luidic, surface tension and magnetic interactions, which can cou-
le a large number of neighboring agents physically and induce
elf-organization. For example, a dense motile bacteria swarm
an induce self-organized fluidic flow patterns to mix the fluidic
edia to bring new food source from outside of the swarm to

nside so that the bacteria in the swarm center do not perish due
o the constantly consumed food [118,119]. Confining surfaces
n the environment can play a crucial role in the self-organized
atterns [120,121]. Similarly, magnetic microrobot swarms can
nduce programmable self-assembled or self-organized patterns
sing the static or dynamic equilibrium of the robot–robot and
obot–environment local physical interaction forces to have dif-
erent collective functions, such as navigating in environments
ith varying size and shape constraints, manipulating various

arge-size and complex-shape objects in the environment, and
roviding a large enough volume and coverage of drugs to a target
ocation inside the human body [122–127].

At the cellular length scales, collective behavior can also be
chieved by the physical coupling and coordination of randomly
oving tiny agent swarms [128]. For example, living cells ag-
regate and migrate collectively during the healing of wounds
nd when cancer spreads. Such biological mechanisms can in-
pire collective robotic systems, in which deterministic loco-
otion can be a result of the stochastic movement of many

oosely physically coupled agents. Here, stochasticity (random-
ess) can offer a promising approach to developing large-scale,
ollective robotic systems that exhibit robust deterministic col-
ective behavior. Such robotic collective can even have a light-
riven phototactic motion control [129]. Furthermore, randomly
elf-propelled particles enclosed in giant unilamellar vesicles can
ollectively generate various non-equilibrium membrane shapes
nd active membrane fluctuations [130].
At the insect and centimeter length scales, collective con-

truction and manipulation capabilities and other collective be-
aviors of termite, honey bee and ant swarms using various PI
mart material- and mechanism-based and CI algorithm-based
ethods can inspire collective robotic construction and other
ystems [131,132]. In many of these collective systems, a de-
entralized and stochastic construction approach is used where
uilding cues are extracted from the task environment and pro-
ide locally observable positive and negative feedback to the
tructure growth. Stigmergic coordination (agents affecting the
ehavior of other agents through environmental modifications
r secretions) in such social insect collectives is a common PI
ethod, which can be utilized by robotic agents also.

. Concluding remarks

In addition to CI, it is essential to advance the PI to create
utonomous machines to operate in complex real-world envi-
onments. PI needs to be specialized for given desired behaviors,
nvironment and functions while CI can be more general pur-
ose. Therefore, evolution has figured out specialized neural cell
etworks and NI around 500 million years ago, to enable more
eneral-purpose and advanced overall intelligence in animals. In
I-dominated agents, enhancing the PI capability of the agent
ody would minimize the load of, simplify or complement CI.
n the other hand, many biological (e.g., plants, aneural organ-
sms, single cells, soft-bodied organisms, cell collectives) and
uman-made physical agents (e.g., cell- and insect-scale robots,
oft robots, robot collectives) can have dominantly PI to op-
rate in real-world environments. Moreover, in special harsh
9

environments, where extreme conditions can hinder the opera-
tion of electronic devices, and cell-scale robots, where there are
no on-board CI capabilities, PI is the only option. Bioinspired
and abstract methods can create advanced PI capabilities. Al-
though there has been some progress in different aspects of PI
methods so far, they are still at a very preliminary, partial and
simplistic level and there are still many open issues and topics,
including PI-based memory, logic, computation, control, learning,
decision-making, and emergent and other collective behaviors.
Therefore, PI research is still in its early infancy, and further
progress entails highly interdisciplinary collaborations among en-
gineers, physicists, biologists, material scientists, chemists, and
computer scientists.
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